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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDlliT, SCA

JUNE 4 CLEARINGHOUSE MEETING

Sincere thal:!ks to you, the officers, committee
chairpersons, clearinghouse coordinators, etc. for
helping me make it through last year, which was a
productive year. Tb.is year promises to be even more
productive.

A general Clearinghouse Meeting will be held at
Fresno City College, Caf eteria Building, on Saturday,
June 4, from 10 A.M.-5:00 P.M. Discussion will involve
procedural matters, election of new Clearinghouse
officers, new Clearinghouses, relations with the Statewide Survey, regional centers, and memoranda of agreement. (If arriving northbound on Hwy 99, take a right
(eastbound) on McKinley; take a left on to Van Neas
which turns into Maroa. Take a right on Weldon to its
end. The Cafeteria Bldg. is located where Weldon takes
a right-angle tuxn). Hope everyone can make it June 4.

Nev officers elected for the 1977-78 year are
PauJ. Chace, President-Elect; Dave Fredrickson,
Vice-President, Northern California; Mike Glassow,
Vice-President, Southern California; Nancy Walter,
Secretary, and Jane Gothold, Treasurer.
The aaendlllents to t he SCA Articles of
Incorporation (Articles IV and V) were passed,
cha.ngi.Dg the Business Office location to Orange
County, and the tenure of the Treasurer to 2 years.
!ale lly-Laws amendaent relating t o the tenn of the
Treasurer was also passed in the election.
The Executive :Board meetings will be held at
locations a.round the state so that aembers in all
parts of the state will haTe the opportunity to
participate in these aeeti.ngs (See scheduJ.e in
minutes of Amma.l Meeting, Itea 5).
JOE WDl'rER

A NOTE FROM TJIE

PRESIDENT-~T

I vant to thank the aeabers for their votes and
their confidence in me. It is a pleasure to join Joe
and the other ExecutiTe Committee •-bers.
If I aa to represent you in helping to lead this
organization, I need cowmunications and comaente from
all of you OTer the ne:rt three yeare while I ser..-e on
tile' Executi...-e C.-ittee.
I shall make eTery effort to add a variety of
programs to attract to SCA all theciifferent people
in California interested in archaeology.
PAUL G. CHACE 4/17/77
1823 Kenora Drive
Escondido• CA 92027

(714) 743-8609

NeJ<t

News Deadline June-20

NOTE FROM THE EDITOR:
Please send your newall We are beginning to
receive news on a more regular basis from some of
the agencies, but the individual members are for
the most part simply ignoring the periodic cal.ls
for news. If we are to be more than a clipping
service or a mouthpiece for some, we will need
to know what you are doing, and what you are
finding out. Not necessarily anyi;hin.v: long,
weighty and definitiTe--though those articles
are often interesting too-but short items just
stating what you are doing (or letting the editor
know who to contact about projects you have
heard of or are interested in. Or slightly
longer items (a column or so) on research projects
and their progress. Or whatever! Just send on
something so we can make it a more interesting
newsletter for everyone. It is no use to expect
the news delivered to you regularly if you will
not help the process by sending some in from
time to time. I can only buttonhole a few people
at a time--but vb.at about e-rer,rone else whose
archaeological activities we are not hearing about??
For those who have Tolunteered on the Member
Interest Form to help out as regional or other
editors, thank you-it is Tery heartening to know
so many are interested. Joe Winter .has given me
a list, and I will be contacting you in June to
s~ttle kith you which areas or sub.iw.'te you VQ1l-l.d.
mos:tl.i e to work on. "vr:ei-eTeiyone•s help we
can make it a lllUCh better lJewaletter aDd SCA.

Marcia Vire, Editor
Dept. of Antb.ropologr
San Jose State lJniTI!raity
San Jose, CA 95192
(or phone 408+356-0386)

Position Open·

C.A.R.D. SYMPOSIUM ON NORTH COAST RANGES

An overflow crowd of about 150 persons attended
the Symposium on the Archaeology of the North Coast
Ranges, California, which was sponsored by the
Center for Archaeological Research at Davie on !lay
14. Chairperson of the meeting was Richard E. Hughes
of C.A.R.D. It i s hoped that symposium proceedings
vill be publis~ed as one of the C.A.R. D. series .

California State University, Northridge, one-year lectureship in Archaeology:
"Candidates must be qualified to teach lover
division courses in introductory archaeology, and
upper division and graduate courses in Nev World
Archaeology (preferably North American and Southvest)
and field and laboratory methods. Additionally,
candidates must be willing to oversee the operations
of a student archaeological research· center and its
contract archaeology program ••• (The position requires
the Ph.D.) Bank and salary ar@ commensurate vith
qualifications. California State University,
lforthridge, is an equal opportunity--a.ffirmative
action employer. For additional information, call
or vrite:
·
·

Sonia Tamez used an environmentally determinant
prediction model on 3 areas in the North Coast
Ranges, and attempted to define site determinants .
Jim Benson discussed changes in style and form of
points at the prehistoric/recent site of T9apekw
at Stone Lagoon, suggesting shellfish exploitation
and use of waterfowl through nets as subsistence
bases for a sedentary site, dated 1000 BP(or less)
through the 1940 1 s.
Ron King discussed the
data base and interpretations of Clear Lake area
prehistory, and specifically Cold Creek and the
·-,.rostin SJ.te •
-

· -LYNN-MASE>N,-eba:irman- - Department of Anthropology
California State University
Northridge, Califo;rliia 91330
Telephone: ( 213) 885-3331"
3/77

Arthur D. Pheland 1 s discussion of' legal
provisions to protect sites--a.nd specifically,
burials-from illegal digging included a plea t o
all archaeologists to support the measure now in
the Legislature (A.B. 81 7, carried by Barry Keene
in the Assembly, and co-sponsored by Peter Behr in
the Senate) vhich will extend the crime of
trespassing to include disinte=ing bones in an
Indian graveyard where the offender knev or should
have known of its existence. He gave a number of
instances of violation of graves vhich were not
, p=su.~d by the legal authorities such as county
' sheriffs. He also said that the program of
secrecy in archaeology must be lifted, and averrues
opened to include Native Americans in consultations.
Pheland urged that archaeologists give Native
Americans their recognition, and that ve and other
non-Indians cherish the Indian heritage as our own.

DiFORMATION REQUESTED
A volWlle entitled Remote Sensing: A Handbook for
Archaeologists and Cultural Resouxce Managers is being
prepared by the National Park Service. A chapter
devoted to the application of remote sensing studies
to California Archaeology- is planned. Remote sensillg
here refers to a:rry killd of non-destructive technique
used to gather archaeological information. ~s
includes aerial photography, remote illlagery studies,
the use o.f radar to :ma.p the subterranean features of
an archaeological site, etc. Information from those
vbo have used such tools in their archaeological
research or who have knovledge of such applications
is needed for preparation of this report.

Ed Clewett presented a projectile point and
ma.no typology. for Squaw Creek #1 , CA-SHA.-475, and
suggested that a group coming from the Coast
Ranges may have settled about 7000-8000 BP,
as a big-game lru.nting complex with a fall-back
system of intensive group gatherillg; about 5000 or
6000 BP a change in emphasis is indicated by millillg
stone empasis (perhaps for grinding grass seeds);
and about 1500-2000 B.P. the (10 1 ) deep site was
abandoned except for occasional seasonal collecting
camp use by various peoples, including the Shasta
complex.

Your caaments, ideas, or criticiSllls on this topic
are cordially welcomed.

A.LAN P. GARFINKEL

2/17/77
Department of Anthropology
University of California
Davis, California 95616

Patti Johnson talked on settlements in the Capay
Valley area, indicating a settlement pattern of
large villages in the valley, with interspersed
smaller villages; large village sites existed in
side canyons as vell. Most of the sites are
apparently Historic, although Yolo 110 has
associations with the Middle Horizon.
James
Bennyhoff defined a Napa archaeological district
as the watershed of the Napa River, north of
Yountville; this was the area of' the prehistoric
Wappo, who may have displaced Mivok in the Napa
valley at the beginning of the Dnergent period.
Clarification of a number of temporal distinctions
and ordering of the various phases and horizons
in the area vere also made. (Had to depart at
4:15 vhen the meetings were scheduled to have
ended- s till to come were talks by Da.ve Fredrickson
on settlement systems at the Geysers; M.A. Baumhoff
on the evolution of Pomo society; Valerie Levulett
on the King Range National Conservation Area: a
regional settlement-subsistence model; and Thomas
L. Jackson on prehistoric cultural diversity in
the North Coast Ranges. lliacussants were to be
Baumhoff, Fredrickson~ and Moratto.)

MISSION SAll JOSE FIELD COUl!SE SET FOR SUMMER
J. inmaer field course, Field Archaeology vith
Instrumental SurYeying, vill be taugbt by Ken Bone
atMission San Jose de Guadalupe, Fremont, thro1J8h
Continuing Edu.cation, Foothill College. The
course, llhich vill be held on 10 Saturdays between
June 11 and July 23, vill give 3 units credit to
11tudents. Besides experieooe in surface surveying,
-p -.aking, and journal 'ilriting, excavation of the
bell tower of the original 1797 mission is planned.
If for any reaeon the excaTation should not be
pe.z.J.tted this sumaer, the course vill. consist of a
field identification osteology course (human and
- . 1 bone), supplemented vith possible salvage
e:maTations.

For further info:rJDation, contact Ken Bone,
ContinuiDg Edu.cation Office, Foothill College,
12345 El Monte Road, Los Altos Hills, CA 94022 ,
or phone the office at 948-8590, Rrt. 253. (No
cost is listed on the flyer).
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Calendar
May 28-30

PAGE MUSDJM OPENED ON 1A BREA. TAR PITS SITE

Fourth An...~ Intorr..a.tional Symposium
on Rock Art, sponsored by the American
Rock Art Research Association, Tempe,
Arizona. For information, contact
ARARA, P.O. Box 4219, Whittier, CA
90607

According to an article by Paul Hunter in the
Los An,e;eles Times on April 18, 1977,(Part 2, page 7)
the new George C. Page Museum in Hancock Park, Los
Angeles was opened to the public on April 13.
The museum, covering about a half-acre within
the park, was established to house the Pleistocene
remains from the La Brea Tar Pits. Features of
the _new museum, a branch of the Los Angeles County
Museum of Natural History, include a 12-foot high
Imperial mammoth and a glass interior wall which
allows visitors to watch scientists in the paleontological laboratory working on tar pit fossils.

BLM MAY CLOSE DESERT AREAS TO PROTECT
PETROGLYPHS AND RARE PLANTS
"The Interior Department is closing some
public lands in the West to stop a new breed of
rustlers who steal plants and to protect rock
carvings.
"Emergency regulations issued recently
establish authority to close National Resource
I.ands administered by the Bureau of Land Manage-- -ment.--They- aiso to~h~-eX:!.sting regulations
requiring payment of damages for removing or
damaging plants and other resources.

SOUTHWEST MUSElJM BUILDING UNDER CONSTRUCTION
"The Braun Research Library is being built at
the Southwest Museum, 235 Museum Drive, Highland Pa
w __ _ _ Park 1 overloo)!:ing__S;y:camoxe-G:i:ovewPark- (-1os- Ange'J:-es-);
to house what is expected to become one of the
world's outstanding anthropological collections ••••
" 1 When complete (in mid:..September) the three-_
story, 15,oo~square-foot library will be unrivaled
as a research and scholarly insitution specializing
in anthropological works,• said Dr. Carl s. Dentzel,
museum director. It will contain 150,000 volumes ••• "

"Of particular concern is the 12 million acres
of land administered by the BLM in the high desert
of Southern California.
"'Thieves and vandals have been removing
thousands of rare Joshua trees, cacti, and other
rare or unusual desert vegetation, and defacing
historic petroglyphs, or rock carvings,' the
Interior Department said.

LOS ANGELES TlMES
4/17/77 Part 8, page 5

"'California law envorcement authorities working
with BLM desert rangers have recently encountered
evidence indicating a possible ring of thieves
operating interstate,• the announcement said.
'Firearms caches have been discovered and areests
have been made in some cases.'" (AP)

CARTER URGES PURCHASE OF HISTORIC FEATURES
"President Carter has proposed that the
federal government purchase certain of the
nation's historic and natural features to
protect them.

ESCONDIDO TJMES-ADVOCATE
4/24/77 page B-14
U.S. CURBS ON OFF-ROAD VEHICLES URGED

"The President disclosed his idea when
visiting the Interior Department on Friday.
He offered no specifics but said, 'I don't
want to see America's beauty destroyed in
compliance with the hope for. additional profits
for those who in the past have not
been adequately sensitive to our needs. "'(AP)

"The Federal Council on Environmental Quality
has proposed a presidential order banning off-road
vehicles from public lands in danger of 'irreparable
damage.• A spokesman for the council said only
selected areas would be placed off limits and owners
of snowmobiles, trail bikes and other recreational
vehicles would still have plenty of public land on
which to roam. A 1973 presidential order authorized
federal agencies to restrict the use of such vehicles
on public lands that contain wildlik:e habitats,
valuable biological resources or places of historical
interest such as archeological sites."

LOS ANGELES TIMES
2/20/77 Part 1,page A
ENVIRONMENT SLIPS AGAIN
"The quality of the nation's enviromnent
slipped perceptibly in 1976, accordi:.-ip: to the
annual assessment of the National Wildlife
Federation.

LOS ANGELES Tll1ES
3/25/77 Part 1, page 2
SIERRA CLUJ! UNSUCCESSroL IN HALTIID JEEP RACE

_ "~e Federation' s magazine, National
'lf1ldl1fe, reports that the •environmental
quality index• dropped three pointe from the
1975 level, to 347.

"The Sie=a Club o:f California unsuccessfully
attempted to obtain a temporary restraining order
from a Los Angeles federal judge aimed at halting
a scheduled eight-mile race by 400 jeeps in a remote
part of the Mojave Desert this weekend. The Sareea
al Jamel 4WD Club , Inc., had received a permit for
the race from the federal Bureau of Land Management
and U.S. Judge Iaughlin Waters declined to overrule
that agency's approval. The Sierra Club argued that
the permit was illegally granted and that i f the
race was not stopped permanent hann would be done
to the flora and fauna of the Chuckwalla Springs

"The federation measured environmental
efforts in seven areas and found gains only
in air ~uality and forest preservation. It
said the National Park system had deteriorated
1
to the worst point in history.• Developments
in water pollution control, soil and mineral
conservation, open space and wildlife
preservation were rated as lees success!'ul
than in the past."

area. 11

LOS ANGELES TI1'IES
4/1/77 Part 1, page 2

THE DAILY CALIFORNIAN

2/18/77
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Report from
tfie De1ert

surrounding the dry lakes. So far hie results
have indicated that a late occupation of approximately 150 years ago occu_-rred on the south end of
the east lake. Radiocarbon dates vere obtained
from both freshwater mussel and charred wood and
seemed to verify each other. Drover has also
encountered what he calls "Pueblo-style" ceramics
in association vith the lakeshore sites. Investigations into Malcolm Rogers' early collections,
at the San Diego Museum of Man, indicate that he,
too, found evidence of Pueblo contact at Croneese
Lake. Drover also indicated that most of the sites
in this area are late dates, containing an abundance of ceramics. If the 150 year dates are
correct, and the evidence indicates they probably
are, then the Croneese Lakes must have had a late
stand of water and it may be that early explorers
such as Father Garces or Jedediah Smith encountered
or chronicled villages in this area, Drover's
research vill continue along this line for quite
some time. He plans to spend most of the current

by RUSSELL L. KALDElf!lERG
The California Desert, encompassing approximately 25% of the state's land.mass, may be the
least known archaeological entity vithin the state,
Anthropological research has been sporadic. In the
early days of the 20th century a great deal of
ethnographic research was conducted by students of
Kroeber and by museums throughout the southwest.
Early archaeological vork by Malcolm Rogers, E.
W, Campbell, etc. focused on site recording and
the c ollection of notes and specimens for compa:i:ative purposes. From the middle of this century
until the present time, research has been conducted
by institutions which are situated several hours'
Q.riveaway; - Diu.Ch---Or-tlils· research- im'olves su.rvey- - and the development of a desert chronology. There
has been no overall scheme systematically to survey,
test, evaluate, and develop research models and
designs to deal vith the California Desert.

- SUJ11111er-at-the- s±tes-. -

- -- - --

Jim Benton of Baker, California, is conducting
an excavation of agave roasting pits in the Pro
Providence Mountains area of the F.ast Mojave
Desert, Samples have been sent to the University
of Arizona for radiocarbon and dendrochronological
studies. Benton is also recording rock art in
the Mountain Pass area. Some of his recent discoveries have included pictographs containing
horses and riders with pigment bovle at the site
and a large petroglyph site vith representations
of vhat may be a freight wagon.

In 1973 Margaret L. Weide's "Archaeological
Inventory of the California Desert: A Proposed
Methodology" was published to assist the Bureau
of Land Management in an attempt to compensate for
lack of an academic system which could adequately
"discover the pat-eerus of location of archaeological
resources in the desert and to make these patterns
and projections derived from them available as a
data base for management planning" (Weide 1973:1).
Weide 1 s methodology is being used and modified as
the Bureau of Land Management (BI1"1) proceeds with
its plan to inventory and assess cultural resources
on the desert.

W. Tom Venner is excavating a site at Silver
Lake, north of Baker. The site is within a small
rock shelter and has yielded remains of various
desert fauna, coprolites, and charred remains
from a hearth. Venner•s excavation has yielded
approximately 70 centimeters in
a deposit
depth so far. No ceramics have been recovered,
but numerous chalcedony artifacts and a fev
chopping artifacts vere found which had been
made from fortuitous lava chunks. Venner's
excavation and analysis will continue through
the forthcoming academic year, He is also involved in the mapping of small lithic scatters
in the Silver Lake area.

The BLM is not the only group doing research on
desert lands. Although the research is still
sporadic, considerably more is being conducted than
is illlmediately apparent. The Western Archaeological
Center of the National Park Service , Tucson,
Arizona, is preparing to begin an inventory of the
Death Valley National Monument during the summer
aonthe of 1977, Presently the Mormment has no staff
archaeologist and no Cultural Resource Management
Plan. From the .proposed surveys this summer it is
anticipatea that a management plan to protect sites
vill eventually result.

Fred lludinger, resident archaeologist at the
Calico Early Man Site near Yerm,o, has a few
volunteers excavating at the 220-inch level at
the site. No programmed excavation will occur
this 9Ullllller, but it is anticipated that during
SUDD11er 1978 an excavation program vill once
again be sponsored by the San Bernardino County
Museum. lludinger indicated that the Early Man
Site is planning to build a new visitors' center
and interpretive facilities within the next
fev years.

The U.S. Air Force at F.dvards Air Force Base
has hir~k Sutton to inventory the air base
completely and pre:i)are a management plan for the
protection of historic and archaeological sites.
Sutton's position began as a short-term appointaent, but as he began encountering additional
sites his position has been .f'urther extended. He
nov feels that he will be able to oomplete a
coaprehensive survey ani develop a meaningful
aethod of site protection and interpretation.

The San Bernardino County Museum, under the
direction of Dee Simpson, performed a reconnaissance in the Afton Canyon area, They found no
artifacts, but reported finding surface remains
of mastodon and Pleistocene camel.

Frank Fenenga and George Murphy of Long :Beach
State University have conducted a preliminary
survey on the Tw'enty Nine Palme Marine :Base in
conjunction with Operation :Brave Shield 16, a
proposed 17,0<lO-~erson maneuver scheduled for
this July, According to Murphy, this vill be the
first step in inventorying the entire 600-Btl.uare
aile Marine base. Results of the survey are still
pending.

Wilson Turner of Rio Hondo College and
Gerald s. Smith of San Bernardino County Museum
have obtained an Antiquities Permit to record,
inventory, and photograph rock art in the
Inscription and Black Canyon areas of the Western
Mojave Desert. Turner is presently recording rock
art at the Rodman Mountain Petroglyph sites at
Deep Tank and Surprise Tank,

Chris Drover bas begun to conduct dieeerta-tion-oriented research at Vest Croneese and East
Cronese Lakes in central San :Bernardino County,
Hie research entails spatial analysis of cultural
remains situated in shoreline and sand dune sites

Ike Eas tvold of the County of Riverside is
vorking on National Register Nominations within
Riverside County,

4

KEHN COUNTY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY JOUR!"-'.L

Stanley R.·Berryman, Toups Corporation, La
Jolla, i s gearing up to perform a survey on the
Coachella Valley water project near the Lake
Cahuilla shoreline, an area recently noted by Wilke
for its important late prehistoric lakeshore sites.

The Kern County Archaeological Society is proud
to annou..~ce the publication of i ts first Journal
issue. I t contains 7 papers dealing with ~logy
and related subjects, in Kern County and surrounding
areas :

Nelson Leonard III and Phil Wilke of the
University of California, Riverside, have just
completed research on a historic village at the
site of the Thermal airport in Riverside County.
They indicate that additional research is being
prepared on the l akeshore sites along the old
Lake Cahuilla shore. One of these sites is a
small fishing camp, one of the last known
pristine sites unaffected by agricultural
practices or other land-altering disturbances.
This site is situated at 27 years into the last
recession of the lake. At 30 years the lake
was entirely depleted. This site therefore
becomes extremely important for understanding
-"lall:esnore ecological and human systems.

"Antelope as a Resource in Aboriginal Antelope
Valley," by Mark Sutton, Ce=o Coso College.
"Using a New Classification System on Kern County
Indian Beads," by Stephen Bass & Stephen Andrews.
"A Possible Tubatulabal Calendar," Robert A.
Schiffman, Bakersfield College & Cal State,
Bakersfield.
"Analyzing Pictographs--Communication and
Terminology," Stephen Andrews,
''Pictogra1Jhs of the Tubatulabal," Stephen Andrews.
"The Prehistory of An.t elope Valley, California:
An Overview," Roger Robinson, Antelope Valley
College.
"Buena Vista Village: Tulamniu?" John J. Dieckman.

Victor Valley College, under the direction of
Art McKinney, is excavating a late village site
along the Mojave River in Victorville. This is
an attempt to protect and salvage some information
f rom a site which has been badly pothunted over
the past decade .

•

Copies of the Journal may be obtained throll8h KCAS
P.O. Box 6743 , Bakersfield, CA 93306, for $4.00 each,
plus $0.50 for postage and mailing. The supply- is
limited.

Eric Ritter, of the Desert Planning Staff,
BLM, has hired several people to assist him in
developing an inventory system and management
plan. for the California Desert. His staff
members include Nancy Farrell, Susan Crowley,
Dennis Gallegos, Richard Weaver, Dan Bell and
Richard. Brook. Ritter's crew has recently
completed surveying the Yuha area near El Centro
where they located 170 sites in an 11-section
area, for a site density of approxiJnately 16
sites per square mile. Ritter is pre11arir.g a
report for the Newsletter. ·

Almstedt, Ruth F. Diegueno Curing Practices (San
Diego Museum Papers, No. 10, January 1977.)
Soco=o , N.M.: Ballena Press, P.O. Box 1366,
Soco=o , N.M. 87801 . (38 pages, $4.00).
Bennyhoff, James A. Ethnogeography of t he Plains
Miwok (Center for Archaeological Research at
'iiaVIi, Publication No. 5) . Davis, CA: Center
for Archaeological Research at Davis, Department
o:f Anthropology, University of California, Davis,
CA 95616. (181 pages , $5.00 + 6% CA tax) . 1977.

Helen Clough (BLM, Bakersfield), with the
assistance of Garth Portillo and Eric
Montezambert, is preparing to survey portions of
the Coso Range near China Lake for a proposed
geothermal least project.

Davis, E. L., ed. The Ancient Californiansj
Paleoindians of the Lake Country, with P.J.
Mehringer, E.E. Fortsch, M.A. Henry, G.I. Smith,
and Carol Panlaqui• (Natural History Museum of
Los Angeles County, Science Series, No. 29J
Los Angeles: Natural History Museum of Los
Angeles County, 900 Exposition Blvd., Los Angeles
90007. (200+ pages, publication date July 1977,
prepublication price s10.oo plus $1.00 postage
and S0.60 California sales tax).

Doug Romoli is continuing his work on the
Sundesert Transmission Corridor as it affects
BLM land. Boma Johnson and Lynell Schalk have
initiated a program in Imperial County for the
BM1 and are continuing work with the intense ORV
activity which occurs in that area. Survey and
research are also being conducted in the Cadiz
for the devel opment of an ORV plan for the Cadiz
Dunes.

Pohoreck:y, Zenon s. Archaeology of the South Coast
Ranges of California (Two sites at Willow Creek,
Monterey County, Mnt-281 & Mnt-282). (University
of California, Archaeological Research Fa.cility,
Contribution, No. 34) . Berkeley: Archaeological
Research Fa.cility, 331 Kroeber Hall, University
of California, Berkeley, CA 94720. (233 pages,
$6.50 + 6% or 61% tex) December 1976.

In the Barstow area a program is beginning
which will provide baseline data on cultural
resources for management and research purposes.
Several sites have been nominated and accepted
for the National Regi ster of Historic Places.
One of these sites, the Steam Well Petrogl yph
Site , has been vandalized with spray paint. The
San Diego County Archaeological Society, in
conjunction with the BLM, will be eradicating
the spray paint without damage to either the
desert varnish or the integrity of the rock art
with a sodium-hydroxide-citric acid solution.

Slaymaker, Charles. The Material Culture of
Cotomko'tca; A Coast Miwok Tribelet in Marin
County, California (MAPOM Papers , No. 3) .
San Rafael, CA : MAPOM, Miwok Archeological
Preserve of Marin, 2255 Las Gallinas, San Rafael
94903. (290 pages, S7. 50 + $0,45 tax .+S0. 50
mailing costs) . 1977.

Anyone having any information on the Cal ifornia
-Nevada desert which they feel the readers of the
Newsletter would be interested in, please send
it to me at 831 Barstow Road, Barstow, CA 92311,
or call (714) 256-3595.

Wilke, Philip J. and Harry W. Lavton, eds . ~
edition of Cat. J.W. Davidson from Fort Te·on
to the Owens Valley in 1859 Ballena Press
Publications in Archaeology, Ethnology and History,
No. 8). Socorro, N.M.: Ballena Press, P.O . ]lox
1366, Socorro, N.M. 87801
(55 pages, $4.9-y).1976.

RUSSELL L. KALDENBERG
5/1 /77
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HISTORIC
ARCHAEOLOGY
PAUL J~F. SCHUMACHER:

-1-

At the SCA Annual Meeting in San Diego on April
6-9, 1977, the California and Nevada offices of the
Bureau of Land Management held a on~ay symposium
on Ma~ement and Research of Archaeological and
Historical Resources on BLM Lands. During these
presentations, a number of their inventoried
historical sites were discussed. Chester King,
in his discussion of the uses of ethnohistory in
contract archaeology, brought up the extensive use
of Mission baptismal records in his work. L, Michael
Axford spoke on Late Historic Chinese on San Clemente
Island and their abalone processing camps (see below~
Richard A, Weaver and Anna M, Garcia of UC, Riverside
evaluated aspects of ethnohistory of the Western San
Bernardino Valley. Robert L. Hoover gave his presentation on the excavations of the Indian Dormitory at
Mission San Antonio de Padua; Julia G, Costello
discussed the kiln at this site. They will be conducting an archaeological field school once again
at the mission from June 20-July 29 through Cal
Poly Extension (see February 1977 Newsletter, P• 14),

Mission San Buenaventura
The City of San Buenaventura Redevelopment Agency
announces the publication of the second volume of
reports detailing the analysis and interpretation of
archaeological materials excavated at the Mission
Plaza Project in 1975, The cultural remains are
representative of the pre-Chumash and Chumash
occupations, Mission period , early historic settlement, and Chinatown~all contained within one city
block on Main Street. The artifacts span 3,500 years,
The report contains general summaries of the
periods in addition to specialized papers. Documentary and ethnographic research has been utilized,
including the first publication of the Harrington
data on shell bead maml.facture and use.
The Changing Faces of Main Street: San
Buenaventura Mission Plaza Project Archaeological
Report. 1975. Robert S, Greenwood , editor.
pages, illus. Available at publication cost of
$10.25 plus $1,00 handling from the Redevelopment
Agency of the City of San .Buenaventura , P. O. Box 99,
Ventura, CA 93001.

James T. Rock discussed Cans on the Klamath
River at the meetings, and Gerald R, Fates presented
a paper on the Matanzas (butchering sites) at
Hubbell Trading Post National Historic Site in
Arizona, Susan Lindstrom of the U,S, Forest Service,
Tahoe District, gave an excellent review of evidence
of the mining .period in the National Forests. She
discussen railroad grades, ditches, trails, and other
linear historic site phenomena which pose special
management problems to the archaeologist and project
planner , since these networks can stretch for
hundreds of miles within a relatively small project
area. These fragile historic sites can be subjected
to substantial impact through logging and construc"tion projects. The question is, how does one manage
such a seemingly endless cultural feature?

.J New Melones
~

Plans are in process for the development of an
interpretive center at the site recently excavated.
A.planning committee composed of municipal representatives and the archaeologists will work with the
designer to be hired,
San Clemente Isl and
The current archaeological survey conducted by
Mesa College on San Cl emente Island has located 25
Chinese abalone processing camps, suggesting a
thriving abalone industry in the late 1800's.
Evidence is accumulating that the Chinese were also
active on San Nicolas, Santa Catalina and other
California islands, Some sites may have been ignored
because previous researchers on the Channel Islands
concentrated on the past Indian inhabitants. The
sigru.ficance of historic archaeology may have been
missed in past research designs.

Reservoir

Roberta S, Greenwood submitted her final report
to the Corps of Engineers on Feb. 1, completing the
evaluation of 403 historical sites and making
recommendations for the mitigation of adverse effects.
If the proposed reservoir is filled at the planned
gross pool of 1088 ft., 248 or 62"~ of the sites will
be inundated, Almost all of them will be impacted
through either inundation or s uch other factors as
vegetation clearing, construction, development of
recreational facilities, and preparation of wildlire
and vegetation retention areas. Tulmages to certain
recorded sites have already occurred.

The enigmatic "horseshoe" circles described in
a s the
hearths used by the Chinese processing abalone,
Numerous surface artifacts , such as " Temmok-J" vare,
a brown glazed earthenware, various kinds of
porcelain, opium boxes, burners, and segments ·or
iron cauldrons , helped in irlentifying the ·
ethnicity of these sites, A segment of what is
believed to be a large anchor stone was· al.so
recovered from the island. These stones are
frequently attributed ~o pre-Columbian Asians.
the literature have now been identi£ied

The Camp Nine Road Relocation was stopped by the
Attorney General because the Corps had not filed an
EIS on this portion of the project.
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However, a.more tenable explanation of the
!!"..l!?lercus
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Ccnc=ently, James R. Moriarty III will determine the solutions to a number of questions which
have arisen from previuus work in Old Town. Of
especial interest is the discovery of a building
for which no historical record has, as yet been
uncovered. This structure is located directly
acr oss from the Robinson-Rose House and seems to
be part of a sequence of buildings constructed by
one of the Machados in a continuous row along the
south-west quadrant of the Town Plaza. If this
hypothesis is true, then the University has uncovered 4 connected dwellings built in the . period
1830-1850. These buildings represent the best
architectural features of the Mexican period yet
uncovered.

dVUc;-tlI'lutl! shaped anchor stones re-

covered off the coast and islands is that they
were made and used by the Chinese fishing and
collecting abalone in the California coastal
waters in the late 1800's. Junks built in
California were patterned after those still
found along the southern China coast, which
used the round anchor stones. Hopefully,
researchers working on the Channel Islands
and Coastal littoral zones may still recover
important historic archaeological evidence
related to the late 19th century Chinese
abalone collectors in California.
L. Michael Axford 4/77
San Diego Mesa College
San Diego Presidio: Entranceway Pro.ject
__l';i.eld archaeolog,j<--G-lasses under the direction of Diane Everett-lla.rbolla are continuing
excavation in Presidio Park, San Diego , in an
effort to test hypotheses concerning the
location of the original gateway~the key to
the location of other structures in the Presidio.

Through the work which is continuing in Old
Town, new approaches in historic site archaeology
have been incorporated, and have resulted iil_t.he
-- - - d±scoverylma evaluation of a number of previously
unexplored features which represent the Spanish
Colonial and Mexican Periods in San Diego.
Mission San Diego de Alcala
The University of San Diego is continuing its
excavations beyond the recorded boundaries of
Mission San Diego de Alcala, and discovering new
features. Among these are the recovery of areas
of concrete and tile construction which appear to
be elements in the walls surrounding the Mission.
Investigations into late Renaissance architecture
are being made in an effort to determine the plll.'pose of these walls. Recent finds have indicated
that the area occupied by the Indians is far more
extensive than believed before. Projectile points
of isosceles triangle pattern and Tizon Brownware
are being uncovered in the eastern quadrant of the
Mission. This discovery implies that the number
of Indians who occupied the area is considerably
greater than hitherto recorded. An estimate of
the pre-Spanish Indian populat at 500-700, based
on measurements of the midden surface, would not,
according to Dr. Moriarty, be too far out of line.
with previous formulations drawn from surface
area studies.

Twenty-six 1.5 meter square units have been
opened in the area between the two mounds and
show foundations of large stone cobbles . · The
large adobe wall is being cleared to floor level
and has yielded a brass furniture ornament ,
buttons, earthenware of various types, and a
steatite fragment. Another cleared adobe wall
area shows a probable doorway with three steps
leading to an area yet to be excavated.
:Building materials consist of floor tile of
baked red clay brick laid on a foundation of
cobbles or compacted earth, sun-baked adobe
brick, and roof tiles of baked red clay. Walls
are of adobe , cemented with clay and surfaced
with plaster. In one area the walls have been
reinforced with floor tiles placed among adobe
brick and clay. Speculation now is that the
wall area may also contain a post-Presidio
period structure of adobe and tile used from
the Presidio itself.

Barron Oder
4/77
University of San Diego

1'he trash deposit area continues to supply
stratigraphic data and in one area cobble foundation
stones, asphalt and concrete paving from an early
roadway, as well as Majolica ware, Euroamerican and
oriental ware , Tizon Brownware , projectiles, gun
flints , bone , shell, charcoal and the like • . Dr.
Paul H. Ezell , consultant to the project , has
identified three new pottery types, a European
lustre ware, Tonala ware and an Arizonartype
Incised Tizon Brownware. A religious medal was
excavated and is being cleaned. Several human
teeth have been found , most second or third molars
showing dental caries.

Saline Valley ( Inyo County)
Interest in the Saline Valley historically has
focused on mining. Rich siiver and lead deposits
discovered in 1865 led to the establishment of
Cerro Gordo in the southern lnyos, whose inhabitants numbered nearly 2000 at its peak in the
late 1870' s. This district proved to be the
Inyo County camp of greatest production, sustaining
a regular steamboat schedule on Owens Lake and contributing to the growth of Los Angeles . Beveridge
was a gold mining district discovered in 1877; borax
was recovered between 1695 and 1907 from Salt Lake
on the valley bottom, and salt between 1903 and 1912.
Other mining operations and camps were active, though
on a smaller scale. Zinc, talc, manganese, copper,
and ~ten are among the resources that have been
exploited in the region.

Plans are to compl ete unit levels , cataloging a
and registration before summer vacation.
Diane Everett-Barbolla 4/77
Diego Mesa College

San

San Diego Old Town

Field and archival work was carried out in this
area as part of the cultural resources inventory of
the BLM for the California Desert Plan.

During the s=er of 1977 the University of San
Diego will be excavating the Robinson-Rose Hous e ,
located on a corner of the Old Town Plaza. The twostory structure was once a private residence, and at
a later time a hotel, during the later American
period. The Robinson- Rose House is the largest
architectural feature yet uncovered in Old Town San
Diego. It is anticipated that a class of approximately }O students will excavate the site from the
end of June to the beginning of August .

Suzanne Crowley 4/77
BLM, Riverside
Fort Churchill , Nevada
Fort Churchill, Nevada (26Ly12), a Nevada Historic
State Monument and National Register Site, was
recently excavated by Jonathan O. Davis and Larr:y
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J • .it.::.._ ;; _.
_ . the Nevada Archaeological Survey.
This preliminary testing was contracted by the
Nevada State Parks System for establishment cf a
new master plan of the fort and for the selection of
a structure to be restored.

Fort Chuxchill was a U.S. Army post during the
1860 1 s, It was located on the Carson River about
30 miles from Carson City, Nevada, and protected
the Pony Express Trail, Central Overland stage
route, and later the transcontinental telegraph
from marauding Indians and possible secessionist
sabotage. DtlXing the Paiute Indian Wars it served
as a staging area for troops. With the competion
of the first transcontinental railroad in 1869,
Fort Chuxchill became unnecessary and was sold
for the value of its salvageable materials in 1870.

BUENAVENTURA MISSION FILM AVAILABLE

j

A color and sound film has been made of the
first (1974) field season of excavation at the
San Buenaventura Mission site, and is available
for rental or sale. It has a preservationist
message and is suitable for educational instruction, archaeological and historical societies.
It runs 18~ minutes. Inquiries should be
addressed to Bunkelman and Leggett Films, 831
Buena Vista Street, Ventura, CA 93001. The film
was shown at the February meeting of the
California Conference of Historical Societies,
along with a tour of the site.
ROBERTA GREENWOOD

During the mid-1930 1 s, an attempt was made by
the CCC to partially restore the long-ignored adobe _
buildings, Some stabilization was achieved, but
-the- post- rlowi-y-deteri·o-ratea- -througnthel.ast-four
decades. These and later preservation efforts over
the years have caused considerable disturbance,
and vandalism has destroyed an unknown amount of
the archaeological record,

-- -~- -

'1JIUWill:£! Amill!.••
CAPISTRANO INDIAN COUNCI1 POSITION STATEMENT

Field work began March 21 and was completed on
March 31, 1977
Ea.ch adobe structure, ruin or
mound at Fort Chuxchill, along with a few nonadobe structures, was sampled by excavation. About
2% of the area within buildings was excavated, 'l'he
preliminary report (by Davis and Steinberg) was
delivered to Nevada State Parks on April 8; a more
extensive report will be delivered by June 1, 1977

An article in the April 1977 issue of ~
the newsletter of the Pacific Coast
Archaeological Society, will be of interest to
other California archaeologists. The PCAS
comments and the position paper are printed in
full below:

~.

"PCAS has been asked to print the following
position paper as the expression of the Capistrano
Indian Council of Orange County, The paper was
prepared by Robert T, Himmerich, Co-chairman of the
Council's Committee on Land and Resouxces. ~.r.
Himmerich, a retired Marine Corps officer and a
Narraganset Indian, is a part-time instructor in
Anthropology at. CSU Fullerton and Pepperdine
University and is working toward a. doctorate in
anthropology a.t UCLA.

The artifact collection has been partially
analyzed for the preliminary report, Final analysis
and storage will be through the Nevada Archaeological
Survey--Central Division, Nevada State Museum. The
final analysis of the assemblage will center upon
these questions:
Was each structure actually used as is
recorded in the official fort archives?
How "primitive" was the "frontier" Fort
Churchill in the 1860 1 s?

"PCAS is pleased to give space to this frank
and revealing discussion of an enlightened
attitude toward archaeology on the part of a
local Indian organization, And, although our
society published in its Quarterly as many
archaeological reports as feasible, we should
emphasize the validity of Mr. Himmerich's
criticism of the loss of the value of much
archaeological work through failure to make the
results available by written and published reports,"

What evidence of post-1870 occupation is
present?
What details of life at the fort can be
reconstructed from the artifacts~which
are not recorded in historical records?
As part of this project an archivist from the
Nevada Historical Society, Reno, will be sent to the
National Archives to examine documentary souxces
relating to Fort Churchill.

A Native American Position on Axchaeolo
At hum and Tongya Cultural Areas

Donald L. Hardesty 4/77
University of Nevada, Reno

in the

"Members of the Capistrano Indian Council of
Orange County, Incorporated, have a vested interest
in the efforts of archaeologists working in the
AtBhum and Tongva culture areas of Southern
California. We a.re, for the most part, descendents
of those who lived here at the time of the European
invasion, Our people a.re concerned because the
things archaeologists handle and study with
scientific detachment are the remains of <:>U.X
ancestors. Our grasp of reality is s"ufficient,
however, to acknowledge the necessity for scientific inquiry into the history and archaeology of
our Southern California. home in advance of bulldozers and graders, In addition to research, we
feel that professionalism on the pa.rt of the
scientific community requires that the findings
and interpretations of such inquiry be shared ·
through publication in appropriate media. We
feel that only a minute fraction of the data
collected to date has been given the attention that

Please note:
Lester Ross, the Newsletter &l.itor for the
Society for Historical Archaeology, is actively
seeking short research articles for publication
in the S,H.A, Newsletter. These articles
_
should not exceed fou:r double-spaced typed pages,
including attached camera-ready illustrations,
We also wish to solicit more announcements
regarding research manuscripts completed, Many
of you are completing research in historic
archaeology for various government and other
agencies, and preparing manuscript reports which
rarely see the published page. Commonly such
manuscripts go unnoted and subsequently unread,
We want to encourage publication of the titles of
such research within this column.
-.':i-
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responsible scholarship demands . We also feel that
it is tra.eic that so little of t his ir_forma.tic~ h.a.s
seen the light of day in print . Until such information is published, it cannot be shared with the
_
public a..~d other disciplines in the academic community, let alone the descendents of those who lived here
prior to the invasion.
"We recognize and appreciate that the information
we have concerning our pre-contact past would be
extremely limited were it not for the unwitting
contribu~ions of accidental ethnographers.
Contemporary archaeology has added much to our body of know,1 edge as well. Our point of contention is that we
l ive in the valleys and on the mesas where the bones
of our ancestors are buried. We would prefer that
their bones remain unmolested, but concede that this
is not possible. We do resent the cavalier treatment
given our relics by the archaeological community.
It gives us extreme discomfort to know that these
- d -i!H.-nte=ed--bones-are-moldering-in-sto-ragErboxei;r
along with tools and equipment. It disgusts us to
know that skulls of our ancestors grace display
cases, bookshelves and mantles.

CENTRAL COAST INDIAN COUNCIL PROPOSAL CRITERIA LISTED
(Ed. Note: The following letter, dated Feb. 23 ,
1977 was received from the Central Coast Indian
Council Cultu:ral Site Committee Chairperson, Victoria
Roberts, after publication of the Feb. Newsletter.
The date given for submission of proposals has already
passed. However, the need for work, the kinds of
answers sought, and the criteria for archaeologists'
s election should be of interest to readers even so.
In her cover letter of Feb. 28, Ms. Roberts states,
"I feel that the experience part of the enclosed
latter should be a part of every Archaeological
project in this country.")
In August 1976 the California Department of
Transportation (Cal-Trans) while in the process
of highway maintenance, widening a roadcut,
bulldozed a portion of a large Indian site. The
____s.i_te , _4,,Mnt,:.185 , _wi th~i.ch- -sheJ,.1--midden~s- - - - - - located 8 miles south of Carmel Highlands on
Highway One near Soberanes Creek •••
The Central Coast Indian Council along with
the Santa Cruz Coastal Commission have demanded
that Cal-Trans provide funds for proper mitigation for the damage to the Indian site. CalTnms has now agreed to provide the necessary
funds. We don't want further destruction of the
undisturbed portion of the archaeological site.
Mitigation should consist of screening the 30
cubi c yards of midden piled up by a bulldozer
to recover all stone, bone, shell and other
cultural material. The exposed profile of the
site along the roadcut will need to be terraced
to prevent further erosion. Mitigation should
also include ethnohistoric research as we ll as
special consultants as needed (i.e. geologist,
marine biologist, botanist, etc.). In addition
to the fieldwork, budget proposals should include
laboratory analysis, report writing and publication of results.

"We therefore request that those who have such
relics to treat them with the same respect you would
have us treat the bones of your forefathers. We
would hope that you would return the bones to us for
reburial. We wish to participate in the disinterment
of remains found in f'uture archaeological research
to insure that our interests are protected. We
suggest that until a definitive study of all extant
research is conducted to provide an inventory of
archaeology in the Atahum/Tongva area, only salvage
work be performed.

•

"The foregoing paragraphs should not be construed as anti-European, anti-science or antiknowledge. The Native American community in Orange
County is simply suggesting that there is a sizable
number of descendents of the pre-contact population
of this area still on the ground that our ancestors
called their own. That we must now pay someone
else to use our birthright is necessarily the subject
of another essay. Our language, our people and our
way of life has either been destroyed or greatly
modified by successive invasions. Our mythology,
coupled with accidental 19th century ethnography
and 20th century archaeology has permitted us to
reconstruct a cultural identity based on a common
ancestry. With this identity we wish to reclaim
the remains of our forefathers whose graves have
beenviolated through accident, intent or scientific
inquiry. We hope to reinter such remains with the
dignity and honor due them. We further wish to
~iscourage indiscriminate and unnecessary defiling
of our hallowed grounds. We wish to take part in
future archaeological work to protect our rights
dnd interes ts. The vast reservoir of information
contained in boxes, bags and cannisters must be
analyzed, interpreted and shared through publication.
Until this material is thoroughly exploited, there
is no need fo r other than salvage archaeology in the
Atfiliwn and Tongva homeland."

At the present time we are requesting that
any archaeologist who can meet the criteria
below and would be available to do the project
during Summer 1977 submit a research proposal
and budget proposal to Central Coast Indian
Council.
Selecting Criteria:
(1) Education. At least the M.A. level in Anthropology with a specialization in Archaeology. In
a few cases individuals with undergraduate and
graduate training in anthropology and archaeology
may be considered provisionally qualified. Jly
provisionally qualified we mean such people
recognized by professional archaeologists on the
basis of their experience. Also the Santa Cruz
Coastal Commission must approve the archaeologist
we choose.
(2) Experience . Supervision of at least one
survey or excavation project within Santa
Barbara, San Luis Obispo, Monterey or Santa
Cruz Counties, that has resulted in a publication
or publication quality manuscript. Experience
should include involvement with local Native
American Indian people in a positive way and the
ability to work with Native American Indian
people and to relat e to their present day
religion and customs.

R.T. HIMMERICH, Co-chairman
Committee on Land and Resources
Capistrano Indian Council of Orange County, Inc.
P.O. Jlox 304, San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675"

•

(3) Research Proposal with lludget. Submit research
proposal on or before March 30, 1977 to Central
Coast Indian Council. Also include letter of
recommendation from Native American Indian
organization, tribe etc. Research Proposal should
i nclude time for publishable quality manuscript.
(Please turn to page 19)
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ENDANGE:RED ARCHAIDLOGICAL RESOURCES
ON CALIFORNIA'S UNIVERSITY CAMPUSES

assume the letters crossed somehow). The
opinion of the Chancellor's staff was also that
a.rc,haeclogical resot:......"""(;es were ~ot likal7 a~ar tc
be found on our Long Beach campus acyvay, because
"the Gabrielino Indians were not populous and they
had very few artifacts which would survive inte:t'ment in the soil around the campus which does have
quite a co=osive nature." (We actually do have
in our collections artifacts, bone, and food
residue samples removed by workmen from our
campus sites).

What is left of the archaeological and historic
resources on some of the university campuses in
California is in danger of destruction. T"ne
universities and colleges seem to be among the last
of the big land-holding state and local agencies
to adopt adequate formal procedures to conform to
the intent · of state and federal law to discover
resources and mitigate impacts. Some surprising
problems and conflicts have emerged, which I will
attempt to explain below; but first, the current
status.

In other words•· the Chancellor's staff had no
information from professional sources and had
sought none. This is understandable because from
their point of view there had been no reason to
seek professional input since the issue had never
been brought up. They were following what seemed
to be a reasonable procedure, but it clearly was
not adequate. I cannot blame them and, in fact,
the more I learn of their problems the more

As far as I know, the only campus archaeological sites entered on the Nation.al Register of
Historic · Places are on lands of the California
State University and Colleges system (Long Beach
campus). In the University of California system,
there is reported to be at learl one site that is

-safel.y-preserved-~Berkeley-campus)o----However,-a~

----sym}ja'th'eti"C-I-b-~~

Francis A. Riddell of the Historic Preservation
Office once noted, "Campuses of the University,
including Davis, Santa Barbara, and Berkeley,
have built upon and destroyed archaeological
sites." He then added an ironic observation,
"The one destroyed at Davis now accomodates a
building which houses the department of anthropology" (la "The Crisis in North American
Archaeology," Kroeber Anthropological Society
Special Publication No. 3, page 64, Berkeley, 1973~

Apparently as a result of my inquiries, the
Chancellor's staff consulted with the state
Historic Preservation Office in 1974 about proc.e dures i f arch2.eoloiical resources ever should
be located on a campus. They established an informal procedure based on the HPO recoDDDendation:
if resources are found the procedure would be
"to notify the campus to supply archaeological
expertise to evaluate the find .and to fo:rmulate
the procedure to mitigate damage to any resource
that might exist." However, in the CSUC system,
at least, there are complications in carrying
this out, partly because the Chancellor's Office
made no provision for funding either the expert< r·
the mitigation. Those complications are tht> sue ;.,." t
of this article.
.

Most campuses are almost :f'ully developed
already with landscaping, parking lots, athletic
fields, and surface structures. Nevertheless,
where disturbance has not been deep, some sites
may still be wholly or partially protected.
Because some of the known sites are still in
danger of destruction as campus development
proceeds, and other sites in sensitive areas
may not yet have been located, it is important
for archaeologist faculty members to be aware
of the possibility of endangered sites and to
aake sure that their campus physical planning
and development offices will be able to take
them into account in early planning.

Administrative Suggestions and Professional
Problems

:Budget restrictions make such planning
difficult. Campus budgets are so complex that
all development must be planned years in advance.
:Budgets are also so rigid and so constrained by
fo:ciru.las that it is extremely difficult to
modify plans that have been approved. Farther,
at the campus level it is difficult to add
funds for unplanned late costs, such as for
archaeological eTaluation or impact mitigation.
Consequently, early location of cultural resources
and early planning for them is probably even more
important for university campuses than for private
development, which usually has more flexibility.

For several years I have been discussing one
or another aspect of the general problem vith a
few of the people who have had occasion to be
concerned. They include representatives of the
CSUC Chancellor's Office, representatives of my own
university administration, colleagues in 1l1Y' department, academic colleagues in other universities,
archaeologists in p:overnment positions, and contracting archaeologists in cultural resource
man<gement and enviroI1111ental impact work. ~e
following is a brief summary of some of the ideas
~those that have been most often expressed or
that are especially significant. I present them
without ascribing particular views to any of the
sources. My purpose is solely to focus on the
problems in carrying out· the procedure of the
Chancellor's Office as quoted above, and to show
that it is more complex than one might expect.

I have checked on the procedures of the
California State University and Colleges, but not
the University of California system. As of 1974
at least, the CSUC Chancellor's Office staff ·
(which prepares Kills and EISs) investigates for
cultural resources by checking the National
Register of Historic ·Places via inquiry to the
state Historic Preservation Office. That is
deemed legally sufficient. Even so, the information given me in 1974 by the Chancellor's staff
vas that no evidence of archaeological resources
on our Long Beach campus exists or could exist
(even thOllgb tvo campus sites bad already been
entered on the National Register, the campus
administ:i=ation had long since been notified, and
eTen the CSUC staff had been alerted to them by
the HPO in reference to a campus project tvo weeks
before the Chancellor's office answered my inquiry

Two ma.in suggestions have been proposed by
administrators as means to solve or to avoid the
procedural and budget problems. The first is
that students be used to excavate the sites as
part of field training classes in excavation
techniques. The idea is attractive to the
administrators because it would appear to be a
legit:iJDate academic activity and at the same
time remove the sites without cost. (In this
coDDection I note there is still a tendency
among non-.archaeologiste, academic and others,
to refer to a site improvidently as a "dig" or
a "potential dig" rather than as a cultuxal and
scientific rea>urce to be preserved.) The disadvantages o:f this suggestion are of conrse that
the resource would be destroyed, and unnecessary
excavation for the purpose of training students
is contrary to professional ethics.
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private reasons? In any case, ta what extent is
professional consultant service for the administration a responsibility of the faculty? And in the long
run, to what extent is the "simple" solution in the
best interests of either the administrations or of the
archaeological resources themselves?

The second suggestion by administrators is
t!i..et the a.....-Chaeologists on a campus faculty

·should be expected (1) to do initial surveys of
their campus for archaeological resources and to
evaluate them; (2) to draft the archaeological
element of environmental impact reports for their
campus, and (3) to conduct salvage excavations as
an impact mitigation measure. However, this suggestion also raises several professional problems .
First

A very different view has been vigorously expressed
by a faculty member on one campus (who does not do
contract archaeology)-that the faculty have a moral
responsibility to their campus and should just go
ahead and get the jab done without worrying about the
principles or the makeshift procedures and without
concern for any of the other issues mentioned above;
besides, it builds good will where it counts most.

these are the services of a recognized

professio~. As requested by the administration, they
are neither primarily research-oriented nor instructional in origin. Therefore they are technically not
a faculty responsibility. The analogy has been drawn
to expecting the faculty entomol~gist to ~e
..
responsible for a~ legally required termit: certifi~
cations on campus or expecting the faculty in electrical engineering to be responsible for designing the
-e-lec-tr-ical-circui-try o~ampus-bui-1-clings under code.
Another problem is that a faculty member,
especially an untenured faculty member, iS in ~
awkward position if his findings or recommendations.
were to imply serious inconvenience or expense on his
campus (the classic example of punishing the messenger
who brintra the king bad news). He might be subtly
"expecteel!" out of loyalty ta make his judgments
"softet"" than he would deem professionally proper and
normal off campus. Most archaeologists with whom I
have discussed the matter also believe that in other
ways the potential conf'lict-of-interest for faculty
doing in-house EIRs is considerable, at least in
principle, and pressure cannot be anticipated befo:e
it happens. Presumably no professional archaeologist
would lower standards because of real or imagined
pressures. Nevertheless, he should not be placed in
in the position of having to worry about it, especially
if he is vulnerable in his faculty job situation.
Professional resource evaluation by off-campus experts
is preferable by far, even if a personnel trade-off
for the purpose between unrelated campuses is the
only arrangement possible.

Changing the System
The campus administration staffs operate in pro__ ...£.~dJiral_and_l>udgetary_straight-jackets-not-of~the~r
own making. In the case of CSUC campuses, at least,
the staffs can formally provide only for those .. activities and costs authorized by the Chancellor's Office.
We can accept without question the good intentions
of individuals at the campus level inf'onna.lly to preserve sites or otherwise insure appropriate mitigation ""
of impact on them. :But we cannot count on these same
individuals being in the same office when the time
comes to keep the promises, nor can we (or they)
predict the other important constraints they might
face when the critical decision point is reached,
Therefore it would seem important to make sure
that the system is changed with respect to both
budget and procedure to insure that the administrative process itself will require appropriate professional initial surveys for archaeological and
historical resources and provide support for
appropriate mitigation of impacts. In recommending
changes in the system, most of us a...."T"e amateurs.
How can we help?
I think we can best help by not making inf'orma.l
arrangements and hoping for the best, but rather by
treating on-campus resource conservation and impact
analysis with the same professional standards with
which we handle off-<:amnus situations. It is
apparently the highest offices of the university
system which must provide the authorization to meet
these obligations. They cannot be expected to solve
the problem until it is bro1J8h,t to their attention,

There is a similar potential threat in that if a
faculty archaeologist does not cooperate by volunteering to do surveys, write EIRs, or carry out
mitigation measures without cast to the university,
then campus budget-allocating officers or committees
might possibly be "less friendly" to the department's
needs. If such pressures are indeed possible, the
trustees and regents of the university systems should
be encouraged to rule against in-house E!Rs, on
principle, in order to avoid such problems.

Provocative Qµestions

.Reacl~pcMad

I think it would be useful to get a broader
sample of views from concerned archaeologists in the
UC and CSUC systems, and from outside archaeologists
as well, on these problems and any related issues.
I would be glad to compile any reactions sent to me
for a follow-up article in the Newsletter. Certain
basic questions follow-it is especially important
to hear from those who do not agree that the answers
should be ~ to the nr8t and E.2. to the rest:

Still another difficulty may arise if on-campus
archaeological review is done inf'o:mally, without
clear contractual agreements. The report may well be
filed without action locally and also may not be
forwarded unmodified up the line. Recommendations
and decisions based on the findings would be left to
the discretion of other individuals without becomin&
a part of the formal, recognized procedures in the
campus development process.

(1) Is there an inherent conflict-of-interest in
faculty doing the archaeological element of in-house
EIBs or EISs? (in contrast to archaeologists in other
state or county departments where in-house EIRs are
part of the job definition).

Even with volunteer work or released-time
support to a faculty member, there still remain the
problems of f'unds for laboratory analysis and reportwri ting. If salvage excavations must be undertaken,
such costs may be high. This essential phase of the
work may require campus fUilding beyond volunteered
time of faculty or the use of students in the field.

(2) .!!, in-house EIRs are allowed, should the
administrators expect them to be done by !!lOi'.: faculty
archaeologist? (rather than limiting the assignment
only to those who volunteer and who already have
established reputations and experience in the per-forma.nce of EIR contract work in the looal area),

Another major problem lies in quality. What
should be expected by administrations on those
campuses where the archaeologist faculty do not do
environmental impact work, do not have the appropriate
training or interest in local archaeology, or just
plain don't want to get involved for their awn good

(3) Should campus faculty or students do initial
-survey, impact analysis, or mitigation without fonna.l
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contract agreements as to procedures and the use of
data?

THE •A',"'"'!ltir.nalc
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(4) Should the drafts of the archaeological
element of EIRs and EISs be submitted without
assurance that the reports themselves as written
will be forwarded as part of the university's
standard aministrative procedures in development?

(Editor's Note: This column was written in
but delayed in the mails, and arrived t oo late for
inclusion in the February Newsletter. The news may
not, therefore, be as up-to-date as readers might
expect, but will fill in happenings since the last
column.

(5) Should site evaluation (and salvage excavation where necessary) be attempted without appropriate
support of the costs for analysis and report
preparation?

May we also mention that Marian Parks will no
longer be able to write this column because of
corrmitments to college classwork. We would like
to thank Marian for her dedicated effort to brinF,
t ogether the news on avocational events and
achievements , and will miss her knowledgeable
and lively columns.

(6) Should preservable campus sites be excavated
(and thus wholly or partially removed) by using
them for training s tudents in field techniques?
In addition, I would like to ask everyone if
____ you know whether your local campus has or may have
archaeological or historiCil reso=es?- If so;have you already taken any formal action by preparing
written reports for your campus administration or
planning office under specific terms and agreements?
(As far as I can de· ermine, no in-house campus
archaeological resource evaluations have yet reached
the state Historic Preservation Office.)

If you have any interest in coordinating news
from the various avocational societies and avocational newsmakers, please send your name and address
to Marcia Wire, c/o Department of Anthropology,
San Jose State University, San Jose, -cA 95192.
In my view, this is one of the most important parts
of the Newsletter. I hope it is also important
enough to you
that you will volunteer to carry
it on.
.fil·)

Finally, I would encourage faculty or others to
nominate any known significant campus resources
(either archaeological or historical) to National
Register status as soon as possible in order to guide
the various levels of administration.

by MARIAN PARKS
More and more, avocational societies under
professional guidance are entering the public
archaeology and legislative side of the science.
More and more, the professional archaeologist is
joining hands with the avocational in strong
participation with the society, relinquishing his
previous role of mere adv.isor. The result, as
expected, has been a surge of accomplishment in
new city and county ordinances, county contracts
with societies, city and county acceptance of
archaeological review by societies, and in one
or two instances, the hiring of a county or city
archaeologist. The effort has included every
pathway imaginable, from good heart-to-heart
chats to threats of lawsuits by societies .

It might be argued that this whole discussion has
CODBUllled more space than is appropriate to the size
of the problem on California's university campuses.
However, the discussion is also pertinent to coilllllU1lity
colleges and universities in other states where
constrained budgets and the employment of academic
archaeologists may create unusual problems, pressures,
and expectations.
KEITH A. DIXON 3/ 25/77
(NOT~Since writing the original draft, I inquired
of the SCA Executive Board as to whether there is a
policy recommendation relative to in-house. EIRs in
potential conflict-of-interest situations , with
special refereoce to the faculty problem. As a
result, the Board discussed the issue and passed
one resolution to develop a fo:anal statement for the
Scciety•s code of ethics and another that the
President write to the administrations of both
university systems to express the Socie~ 1 s coocerns
--SCA Newsletter, Feb. 1977, pages 16-17).

.·,.
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In addition, one or two societies have teamed
up with the local historical society in invaluable
cooperation toward discovering and learning the
area's heritage. The following comments stress
these aspects of avocational groups, not
exclusively because--heavens to betsy (ther
won't let me print what that translates to)-that's not the "fun" of a=haeology. But it is
what is keeping archaeological excavation in existence.
·

KEITH A. DIXON 4/4/77

San Diego County and Riverside Archaeological
Societies both have entered as Intervenors in the
Sundesert Nuclear Power Project proposed by San
Diego Gas and Electric for construction near
Blythe, llhich will impact, by its transmission
lines and its resulting supply to widespread
areas, most of Southern California. Intervenor
status permits them to cross- examine the appiicant
and witnesses and subjects them to cross-examination. Other groups who have filed for participation are Morongo Indian Reservation, Friends of
the Earth (SF), City of Los Angeles , California
Water ReS'Ources Control Board, Natural Resources
Defense Council (SF). The project was reported
by this column in the December Nevsletter.
San Diego joined since that issue and has formed
a committee to read and report on the considerabl.
amount of material now being received. In
~ddi tion, they and Riverside attend the public

. ..
.
'

"Indian tribes should be rebuilt as communities
by the federal government, which should not kowtow
to Indian ~olitical activists, Indian lawyer and
author Vine Deloria Jr. said in a new publication.
He urged the Carter Administration to seek a radical redefinition of the relationship between
Washington and Indian tribes and Charged that
attempts to devise new programs for Indians had
been undercut by the :Bureau of Indian Affairs
Indian activists and residents of towns near '
reservations that benefited from the s tatus quo."
LOS ANGELE.5 TIMES
Part 1 , page 2

4/17/77
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indicates: a news release on club activities every
month, club speakers to schools, docents, Sie>:ra
Club and local communities; their attractive
brochure for membership earned its keep in a few
weeks with new members; they joined with San Diego
State Univ. to assist the County in drafting an
antiquities ordinance; they review EIRs for the
County and several cities; they have conducted presurvey orientation meetings to instruct participants
in the sensitivity studies they perform throughout
the county and for the State Department of Parks
and Recreation.

hearings, cross-examine witnesses where necessary,
and forward written statements concerning the
material to t he hearings.

Riverside succeeded in

requiring the State Energy Commission to call
~ xpert witnesses Dr. Tom King of the National
~a rks 3ervice . who flew out from Washington, D.
a:1d Dr. Howard Wilshire, USGS. Ike Ea.stvold (:::::A)
a l.so appeared as witness a.rm, accor.ling to coleader Mary Brown (Riverside A=haeoa.ogica.l
Society), fulfilled the role ably.
Mary contacted the Pecha.nga. Indian Reservation,
members of which became incensed at the possible
.iestruction of some of their land. Mary joined Band
Spokesman Vincent Ibanez in forwarding data to the
California. Indian Legal Services, which has now
consented to act as Morongo's l a wyer. In addition,
nine additional bands, including Riverside County's
Pechanga., are represented by the CILS lawyers
Barbara Karshmer and George Forman. They filed a
motion to sto~hea.ri~ and sta_tl_QY.er~in .on
- - ·Hie grounds that the Bands had not been inform
Their appeal to dismiss or delay the Sundesert
hearings was refused in January, but they are
continuing to pursue the issue. Mary addressed th ~
Commission in October, stating that the public had
not appeared initially because precise locations of
the transmission lines was not provided in PG&E
data and the public was unaware of the areas t o be
ultimately impacted.

Santa Cruz A=haeological Society has been
showing a we.e kly film with lecture on worid
archaeology. They have joined with the Lompoc
Archaeological Society in work at the La Purissi.ma
Mission. Expansion of the Santa Cruz Museum has
opened the possibility of the Society's becoming
an Archaeology Guild within the Museum. The local
-5c.o:US-Y.alle;y--fils.t orical Society-has- approached the
Society for help in restoration of an important
house, including excavation to locate the foundation.
In 1971 the Society set for its goal the training for survey work and site preservation. They
secured a formal contract with the County Environmental Review Board, referring any sites found to
a professional archaeologist. SCAS will survey a
project under 10 acres for $10, putting the money
into ongoing educational programs of the Society.
So far they have done 129 surveys, covering over
1100 acres, recording some 19 sites. The Society
lea.med of human bones being uncovered during
trenching by a developer. The landowner was very
anxious to cooperate fully with the archaeologists
and the Indians. Joe Winter and Chester King were
contacted by the City Planning Department and the
Northwestern Indian Cemetery Protection Assoc. was
notified. The work was turned over to the
a=haeologis t s and the Society, with the Ohlone
Indians in ~ull consultation. The site is a large
one and undisturbed.
The archaeologist in his
report recommended deed restrictions for any m<jor
earthmoving work to follow.

Carrying on with information about Riverside
A=haeological Society: the group actively pursued
the requiTement of an EIR for the Riverside County
Airport to lease land for farming at the airport.
A known site exists on the proposed acreage. The
end result was abandonment of the proposed leasing
~not entirely because of the archaeological
concern. RAS has been working with the County on
revision of its Guidelines for EIRs and, hopefully,
on coming ordinances.
Riverside has interested the Attorney General ' s
Office in j,oining them in a complaint against
Riverside County, showing "repeated pattern" of
a.~use of archaeological sites.
Both a.re waiting to
see if Evelle Younger will sign the complaint. If
not, the Society will receive the brief and can
acquire its own lawyer.

The Society reports that 14 states have enacted
"little NEPAs", such as California's CEQA.
The members postponed a meeting last winter and
rushed to .City Hall to protest city approval of
construction on a Mission Hill site, which would
endanger both prehistoric and historic remains~
probably the original Mission Santa Cruz site. The
EIR was rejected for lack of mitigation alternatives .
Archaeological Resou=e Services was hired by the
developer to gather the data. The Zoning Board was
advised to adopt a city ordinance corresponding
with the County's Archaeological Ordinance .

RAS also has set up a Scholarship Fund,
presumably to send some worthy to school for
archaeology. They continue their Tenaja Vale
excavation with PCAS.
San Diego County Archaeological Society: Some
action not previously reported witnessed 17 Indian
reservations and some a=haeologists from San Diego
County A. S. and from Archaeological Fellowship of
San Diego State University join together to demand
that the Gounty require an EIR on proposed land
development at Warner's Springs. They succeeded,
and an advisory committee to the Indians consisting
of a Band member, the impacting Corporation, a CILS
attorney, an ethnohistorian and an a=haeologist,
met to discuss preservation of the old village and
sites, and nomination to the llational Register.

The Society has worked, under Rob Edwards'
guidance, on an Indian Burial Ordinance, which was
approved in concept by the Board of Supervisors.
It will require a permit for excavation and insure
planning consi derations to deal with accidental
burial finds.
San Luis Obispo County Archaeological Society
informs us that The James Irvine Foundation has
recently put up 3250,000 to endow a Chair of
Anthropology to the California Academy of Sciences,
with the Academy obligated to raise matching funds.
Orar.ge County people will be amazed to learn this ,
considering the long history of disinterest on the
Irvine Company's part in history or prehistory of
Orange County. The Society has another publication
out, Occasional 'Paper #9 on the Chu.mash.

Their Los Compadres suit has moved through John
Bast ' s rebuttal to the defendants' brief at the
Appeals level, and hearing in the Court of Appeals
is not expected until between September and December.
They have been do ing posthole testing of a site
at Bonsall. Their certification has resulted in.
memh'ers being hired by local companies and one member
who graduated from the program at Palomar has been
hired as an assistant archaeologist in the San Diego
County Transportation Department. The yea:r:--end
report of their Community Relations Committee

Pacific Coast A=haeological Society held a
iata.-sharing meeting some time ago to share its
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information on a Huntington Beach site with its
members and professional advisors. One of the highlights was presentation by member Ed Lyons of a new
method of dating Chione. Ed is about to graduate
in Biology a.nd Mathematics and has studied mollusks
as a hobby.
A local school district has been turned on to
archaeology through the efforts of PCAS members.
The district has started an archaeo-dooent program
in which Society members participate.
Santa Clara County Archaeological Society worked
recently with Cal trans on. a survey. Site testing
now follows under contract to an archaeologist and
Society members will take part with pay. They feel
there is a possibility they may get the contract to
excavated, in which case they would hire an archaeologist to direct the excavation. The County Survey
Office is giving members copies of the County Burial
- Ordinance,- stat;ing ~ s'i-te~-be-reporled-to -the
County Planning Commission--burials or flake
scatters, the lot.

~rrf\nt!'nlnn1
1
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Ml ARCP.AEOLOGICAL ODYSSEY I:

THE CALIFORNIA MINING BOARD

.....,~"

by Clyde Kuhn .

Implementation of the Surface Mining and
Reclamation Act of 1975 is the responsibility of
a newly organized body known as the California
Mining and Geology Board. The Act requires the
creation and maintenance of an effective and
comprehensive surface mining and reclamation
policy with regulation of surface mining
operations so as to insure: (a) prevention or
minimal adverse environmental effect and the
reclamation and adaptation of mined lands for
alternative uses; (b) production and conservation of minerals, while giving consideration to
values relating to recreation, watershed, wild- ·---1-i-fe ,- ra.nge-,- :forage- and- aesthetic--enjoyment;-( c) public health, safety and the elimination of
residual hazards.

Fresno Gountv Archaeological Society has formed.
\olelcomet

The Board has begun developing a series of
policy documents providing guidelines for local
government and the mining industry in carrying
out the requirements of the Act. At the last
meeting of the Board held in San Francisco on
March 18th, agenda topics included discussion of
a proposed system for the classification of
mineral lands of regional and statewide significance which is eventually to be applied without
r egard for existing land use and land ownership
to the entire land surface of California.
Stanislaus River sand and gravel deposits have
been chosen as a pilot area and subject resource
for trial application of this classificatory
scheme. A representative of the Sacramento
Office of the Corps of Engineers was on hand at
the meeting to urge timely program implementatiolllllllllllllll
It would appear that this Stanislaus sand and
gravel is to be mined in conjunction with the
construction of the New Melone~ Dam.

Kern County Archaeological Society has run into
a honey. A prehistoric-historic cemetery. In 1948
land-leveling destroyed a portion, creating havoc
in the collJlllUility. Not only Indians were alarmed,
but non-Indians. The landowner was forced to relocate at his own expense the contents of the disturbed graves. Later, additional graves were rlisrupted. But this time the landowner, trying to
avoid the expense of the first episode, reburied
the bones himself on his own property. It was
this location that was discovered recently. Now
everyone's trying to find out what happened to the
remains that were not disturbed in 1948. They've
disappeared. And if there was an Indian cemetery
there, what happened to the artifacts? None were
recovered in the recent excavation. Has anyone
looked in the landowner's basement???

W'

At the close of this meeting, Clyde Kuhn
offered the following comments as a member of
the Society for California Archaeology and on
behalf of the scientific community in general:*
~ statewide and comprehensive mineral
resources management plan certainly would need to
address scientific values and consider measures
for information recovery. While the recognition
or protection of scientific values, and in particular, archaeological and paleontological features,
may not immediately appear to be a primary concern
of the State Mining and Geology Board, in fact
such features are very often found in a geologic
context and may therefore be destroyed in the
course of mineral resouxce extraction and related
activities.

Their publication brings up a good point about
"salted" sites-the good kind. The kind that are
used for training, rather than playing havoc with
a true site. They question the value of role-playing such as making artifacts at a chosen location. If the participants don't clean up after
making flakes, etc., consider the future questions
arising when someone later comes upon the training
area not knowing it was such.
Archaeological Survey Association has a publication out, Native Americans of California-Past
and Present by Elsa K. Bertolino. The book provides
resouxces for the classroom: criteria for evaluating textbooks and childxen•s literature on the
American Indian, for developing a unit of work on
the subject, a listing of resouxces of books,
films, field trips, speakers, etc.

While the surface of a mined area can be revegetated or otherwise recovered for alternative
use, it must be emphasized that it is not possible
to rehabilitate or reclaini scientific information
or cultural feature s , depositional stratigraphy
or like features once they have been disturbed
and basic associations destroyed. Features of
scientific i nterest will be found, of course, in
two rather different contexts.

Elsie Sandef'ur, member, has developed an
efficient method of handling bone for identification in large quantity, preventing unnecessary
delay of processing following field work. Their
tra:L~ed Librarian has opened up exchange arrangements· with various institutions.
That's all, y'all ••••

(1) Surficial features are the most easily
recognized and consequently can be the most
easily protected or avoided. I would like to
stress, however, that in certain situations,
surficial associations persist under extremely
tenuous circumstances, especially in the arid
portions of California. Scientists working under
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of known scientific and cultural features and the
potential for the discovery cf as yet U!'-"2!.oY!l ones
clearly needs to be considered earli~r in the
decision making process and I believe most
appropriately and logically in the framework of
comprehensive mining and reclamation planning.

such conditions, for example, have discovered
and are presently engaged in detailed study cf

surficial remains of Pleistocene fauna ·and artifacts in very fragile association with each
other. In this case, simply walking on such
surfaces and casually disturbing the pattern of
association would adversely impact and threaten
the scientific potential inherent in such
features.

(2) In many cases, the so-called "overburden" or depositional waste overlying a
collDDercial mineral deposit is actually that
deposit of most significance to archaeology
and Pleistocene paleontology, a z one of
deposition relevant specifically to studies of
Quaternary succesions, paleogeography, and paleobiogeography. Therein may be found, for example,
such features as vertebrate fossils; tool and
artifact assemblages, historic features, prehis_ totic- habi.ta-t;ion- and- s-pec±a.Z-use-sites,-ur- other- ·--- --·cultural deposits; as well as lacustrine deposits
which may yield important information through the
application of specialized analytical techniques.
Not all of these features need necessarily be
preserved, but some may indeed warrant special
measures to insure protection, while all certainly possess inherent scientific values of some kind.
Even more unfortunately, certain mineral
resources may themselves be of scientific
importance. Sand and gravel deposits may yield
important stratigraphic information relating to
periods of deposition and changes in hydrological
cycles, or under certain conditions may even
incorporate cultural deposits . On the Stanislaus ,
for example, I recall the destruction of a notable
archaeological site, where in the course of sand
and gravel operations, and out of the neglect and
ignorance of the property owner, artifacts, human
burials and associated materials were simply conigned to the rock crusher and hence to scientific
oblivion. (Sand and gravel extraction is a leading
cause of archaeological site destruction in
California).

In conclusion, I reco!IDDend that California's
mineral management program incorporate not only
a provision for recognizing the importance of .
known and the potential for future discovery of
scientific features, but that it include a
mechanism for outlining the methods and/or needs
for data recovery, a· monitoring progra to .insure ..
t hat recovery is indeed carried out, and lastly,
means for insuring that information so generated
i s properly disseminated a,nd. incorporated within
t he body of scientific literature.

*

(Prepared 3/25/77 from original notes of }./18
with some editorial changes for written clarity) •.
CLYDE KUHN 3/25/77

NEWSPAPER PROTESTS RANSOMING THE NEWS .
"Can the press be he1d responsible ~.or the actions
of a newsmaker?
"This strange third-party concept was· ·advanced
last week by Stanford University. The (Sunnyvale)
Scribe ' s top story on Jan. 12 dealt with the disputed age of the Sunnyvale Girl, an ancient skeleton
uncover ed here in 1972. No photograph ·or the relic ·
appeared , however, because I refused ·to ·sign ·a ·
statement Stanford wanted that said .t he Scribe
would be held responsible if Stanford was sued .for
holding the skeleton.

I would also like to take this opportunity to
advise the Board of the presence of a crude stone
tool assemblage known as the Farmington Complex
-which has been discovered in several different
sand and gravel deposits in the area between the
Stanislaus and American Rivers. These cultural
features are incorporated directly in a geological
setting which could also be considered a commercial
mineral resou=e. It is extremely probable that
Farmington- like artifacts are incorporated in the
lower Staislaus gravel deposits as well.

•

One must particularly take issue, within such
a framework, with the "exploration only in order
to determine the extent of resou=es" philosophy
so often espoused by developers and used to justify
conducting the most limited and cursory of environmental impact evaluations in anticipation of a
pot ent ially major mining activity. In practice
suc h philosophy inevitably leads to program
commitment and premature foreclosure of any
alternat ive but that of full development. Obviously
any option to preserve scientic values no longer
exists once such commitment to mineral resource
exploitation has been made.

"In effect , we were ba=ed from taking a picture·
until we shared whatever 8-uilt could be proven
agai nst Stanford University.

It is not only material extractive mining
operations which can destroy cultural or scientific
features . The geothermal program at The Geysers
is perhaps a typical example of an extractive
activit y impacting for the most part only surficial
cultural and scientific features . In spite of the
fact that archaeologists have identified numerous
archaeological sites on leasehol ds prior to developmental or exploratory activity, geothermal
operators have been known to destroy these very
same features with impunity. · Operators would
apparently care less about the scientific importance of such features while the respective
authorities would appear to be seriously negligent
in carrying out their enforcement responsibilities.

"We answer for our own actions- inaccuracy or
libel -but no newspaper should be . blamed for the
actions of someone else. We refused to sign any
liability statement.

More than anything else, I think this and
similar situations underscore the fact that the
environmental review process implemented by CEQ.A
Y no means insures the preservation or recovery
f scientific and cultural values. The existence

"Kirk and Bert A. Gerow, the professor who
holds the relic , both insisted we musl become
liable for any lawsuit stemming from Stanford
University' s possession of the significant
archeology find , if we printed a photo .

"The university' s attorney, Cassius Kirk. said
Stanford could be sued by Native Americans because
it hel d the ancient remains. Archeologists and
I ndians have battled for years over the propriety
of uncovered prehistoric graves.
"He also said bodies found in Santa Clara
county , according to law, must be buried in a
coffin. Stanford now holds the remains in its
anthropol ogy department .
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"The Scribe and most U.S. newspapers follow
rules of fair play, but we object to the
ransoming of news, or, in this case, sharing
liability for another party's actions .

"This book is a collection of 21 papers concerning the applications of photogramaetry to the
recording of objects of particular interest to architects and archeologists. The collection also offers
some fascinating insights into the varied technical
problems that arise when recording such objects vhich
are complex in fol:lll and fully three dimensional. '!'be
papers present descriptions ofphotogr&lllllletric recordings of such objects as statues and historic buildings . Even paintings are recorded three dimensionally
for preservation.

"This unusual situation could present a
serious threat to a free press ~f it spreads.
The threat is not that newspapers would be
constantly in court, because no judge or jury
would accept this third-party concept.
"The real threat is that news sources could
block news unfavorable to them. In the end, the
veracity of a news account could hinge on the
wealth of a newspaper's legal defense account .
The Scribe refuses to pay for news, but ve
apologize to our readers for not being able
to run a photograph of the archeological find
from their own backyard."
·
JIM BARREI'T
- - sunnyv<rre-5eribe- -

"A paper (in French) by Professor c. Cladas of
Salonika, Greece, describes the results of an aerial
photogrammetric survey of the ancient city of
Nokopolis (Greece) built by the Roman :EDperor
Octav.i.us in celebration of the defeat of the navy of
General Mark Antony and Cleopatra (31 BB). The
results of the survey clearly indicate a 71D-metre
interval grid pattern which was characteristic of the
~adaatra.1 BJlrvey1>._Qf_t_ba:Lruu:.Lod

1/19/77
BOOK HEYIEW:

PHOTOGRAMMETRIC SURVEYS

Photograimnetric SurTeys of Monuments and Sites,
Proceedings of the First International Symposilllll
on Photogramaetric Surveys of Monu.enta and Sites ,
Athena, 1974 ·edited by Prof. John Badekas of the
National Technical University, Athens, and available
from North-Holland/American Elsevier Publishing Co .,
52 Tanderbilt Ave., Nev York, N.Y 10017 (176 pages,
ill., paper, n.p., 1975), is revieved in the October
1976 issue of Photo
etric
neeri
and Reaote
Sensing, page 12 o, by Dean C. Merchant of Ohio State
University:

soc~~

.'

- · - ------

"A photogra1m11etric survey reported by
Gomoliszewslci measured the shapes of the interiors
0 f several early buildings which possess unusual
acous~ical qualities.

lfORilA IRCHAEDlOGY

"The contents of the book are grouped into
papers dealing with requirements, instruments,
methods, education, applications , and results in
connection with photogrammetric recording. Many
papers present a summary of the photogrammetric
recording activities within their ovn countries.
"This book will provide architects and
archeologists with usef'ul background on the
applications of photogrammetry for their
recordings. It will also offer a challenge to
the photogrammetrists to develop efficient procedures for the measurement of such a vide
variety of objects of great complexity and
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SCA NEWS
PRESIDENT'S REPORT ON NEW 1977-78 PROGRAMS

Committee Structure

Publication Series

A number of new committees have been created in
our attempt at providing as broad a representation
as possible for the various subfields of California
archaeology. Our purpose in developing additional
committees has been to stimulate research and commnication. Four new committees have already been

The Society is initiating a new publication
series devoted to California archaeology and
related topics. Concisely written manuscripts of
reasonable lengths are now being solicited. Papers
with strong theoretical orientations based on
regi onal sampling programs are especially welcome,
but any work dealing with archaeological methodology
and the cultural development of California will be
considered. EIRs, EISs and purely descriptive
;reports should not be submitted, unless they contain
new information on sampling designs, experimental
mitigation programs and research models of statewide
significance. Manuscripts and requests for information about style should be sent to Gary s. Breschini,
editor, 379 Corral de Tierra, Salinas, CA 93901
Grant Development Program

•

The SCA hopes to obtain outside funding for the
development of a series of regional research centers
organized around local Clearinghouses. The Research
Center would not only serve as a repository for
records, maps and collections, and a referral
station for consultants, but it would also provide
expertise in analyzing economic and environmental
data and serve as a focal point for developing
regional research models. Tlie SCA is therefore
offering a $500 stipend for the development of a
grant proposal which deals with the topic of
regional research centers and regional sampling
models. Individuals interested in applying for
the stipend should contact Joe Winter for additional
information. Applications should include outlines
of the proposal, with short summaries of research
design, bu.d gets, schedule, methodology, etc.
Closing date for the applications is September 1.
Certification Program
The Society is considering a renewal of the
Certification Program which was initiated in 1974
and which -was designed to aid avocationalists in
receiving archaeological field and lab training and
recognition. Although there are a number of
logistical considerations in renewing the program,
we believe that it is worthwhile to investigate the
Program, since Certification (1) could be a means
whereby a person interested in archaeology but
without formal academic training in anthropology
can receive training in the field and lab; a.nd
(2) could be a means whereby archaeology can
benefit from the assistance of skilled non-professional archaeologists. We are therefore
requesting that any avocationalists and
pr ofessionals who are interested in participating
in a Certification Program contact Joe Winter as
soon a s possible. We e speci_a lly need information
about potential certification program chairpersons,
committee members , lecturers and lab instructors,
and sponsor institutions.

•

~ develoR~d_i_~hisj;J)_ric_arc.hae ology:,_underwater-a-~~- 

archaeology, ethnohistory and contract guidelines.
Interested members on these and other SCA committees
should contact the chairpersons, who are listed
below. Several committee chairperson slots rema.In
to be filled; contact Joe Winter for information
if you are interested~
··
Annual Meeting - Dudley Varner
Archives Certification Contract Guidelines - Russ Kaldenberg
Directory - Jim Rock
Environmental Policy - Paul Hampson
Ethics - Ron May
Ethnohistory • Chester King
Historic Archaeology - Claude Wari:en
Illicit Antiquities Membership - Rob Edwards
Nominations/Elections .
Planning/Development - Clyde Kuhn
,
Publications - Gary Breschini, Editor Bob Hoover, Production
Public .Relations -Underwater Archaeology - Gary Stickel
Constitution JOE "WINTER 5/5/77 ,

.....

•

·-·

-.;

:

..... ~

SCA PUJ3LICATIONS STILL AVAILABLE _
Susan Wright, sCA :Business Office ~~.
included in the Business Office Report to the
Annual Meeting a list of publications of the SCA_
which are still available. They are .the following:
Stewards of the Past
$0.50
Syllabus of Highway Archaeology
.55
You Can Help Preserve Ca lifornia's Past
Status of California Arc;baeology
1.00
Recommended Procedures for Archaeological llnpact
.50
Eva:l:uation
Archaeology on the Pacific Coast of North
America
1.00
Death of the Past
1.00
Coccidiodmycosis
Directory of California Archaeological Consultants
(latest edition).
.50
Persons wishing to order these pnblicationa aay
write to the SCA :Business Office, c/o. _D epartment of
Anthropology, California State University, Fullerton,
CA 92634. Stocks are low on the first 3 publications
above at the present time •

SCA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEEI'ING, APRIL 6, 197 7
San Diego

Constitution Committee: Paul Chace reported that
work was beginning on the section concerning
ethics. Publicati9ns: Joe Winter reported for
Eob Hoover that (1) The second edition of the
Directory had been printed, 1500 copies. (2) The
significance papers are almost ready for press.
The Chesbro Reservoir project by Joe Winter is in
process of publication as an occasional paper.

1. MilDltes of the previous meetings were accepted
as printed in the Nevsletter.
2. Officers' Reports:

Pres. Joe Winter acknowledged
the officers, committee members, and members of the
Society in general for their aid and cooperation as
well as their criticisms. The need for more structure
of the Clearinghouses was stressed. It was explained
that some of the ideas conceived by John Fritz had
been placed in operation, and that it has been a
good year for SCA in terms of budget and membership.
A need for better communications between the north
and south is important as well as better colllJJIUilications in general throughout the whole archaeological
community. There is hope for a statewide overview.
No Past-President's report; no Northern Vice-Pres.
report. Southern Vice=fresident•s report by Mike
Glassov:- Mike·-feJ:t that many- networks of communic~
tion_ throughout the southern part of the state were
improving. There is a tremendous amount of activity
taking place in the districts of southern California
and a need for a better umbrella to handle the
situations. Secretary• s report: Nancy Walter
reported that a jouxnal had been kept of all
of the Secretary's SCA activity and recommended
the process for all officers from the standpoint of
realizing where time is consumed and the variety of
activities involved in being an officer of the SCA.

Heritae;e Protection: Roberta Greenvood reported
that the committee had received many requests for
input regarding advice and contributions on
several different levels. These range from individual contractors to city, county and state agencies.
Ad Hoc Committee on Standards : Clay Singer was not
present, so Mike Glassow reported that the report was
really the whole session to be chaired by Clay on
Friday afternoon.
Clearinghouses: It was reported that a special session
- _ oLclearingho_use_s_had beeJLset up for_j .f_~.__Q!! Friday.
There are many issues to discuss at the meeting,
including the issue of how the heads of clearinghouses
are elected/appointed.
M/s/p to officially set into
the calendar for 1977-78 a meeting organized around
clearinghouses. (!J!!. It will occur on June 4 at Fresno)
Annual Meetings: Nelson Leonard's report will be forthcoming after the close of the San Diego meetings.
Dudley Varner reported that plans for Yosemite for
March 16, 17 and 18, 1978 are progressing quite well.
Dave Fredrickson will be in charge of the program;
the theme will be Regional Archaeology. M/s/p to
accept Yosemite as the meeting place for 1978.

Trea8llrer•s report: see proposed budget handout .
Jane Gothold reported that she is still sorting out
monies from the 1976 meeting. There is $628.36 in
the legal fund. Business Office report: Susan
Wright was unable to attend but sent a report in.
See handout. Nevsletter: Marcia Wire was unable
to attend and Joe Winter commented that there
have been 5 issues of the Newsletter and that the
address labels are in the process of being updated.
There appears to be an area of Eerkeley that SCA
material, esp. the Newsletter, is not being delivered.
Archives: Miley Holman was not able to attend and
deliver his report but requests guidelines regarding
the material submitted for the archives.

Native American Relations : Paul Hampson deferred his
report until later in the meeting.

4. Old Eueiness: Keit h Dixon has sent the Executive
Eoard a letter concerning faculty on a campus beinlt
requested to do an EIR on the campus, and outlining
the conflict of interest that could be involved.
Joe Winter had dxawn up several drafts of a letter
to all members of the Eoards of Trustees within the
University of California and the State College/
University system, after Keith and other archaeologists in the state have gone over the drafts and a
final draft is prepared.

3. COllllllittee Reports: Rob lliwards reported that
•!!berahiP forms were in the process of being distributed throughout the state and it would not be
long before the colleges and universities in
California all had the forms available for their
students and faculty. In line with this, Joe Winter
reported on the interest forms that were sent out
vith the Newsletter and i t is hoped that all new
members vill be able to fill out the forms and be
become active members.

Mike Glassow reported that the U.S. Forest
Service has given him data on the Kuhn/Jersey issue
for his review. The review is now in progress.

5. New Eusiness: The new Executive :Board will be
meeting at noon on Thursday for an informal meeting.
The 1977/78 budget was proposed. M/e/p that the
scholarship be deleted and the $-500 be placed under
Publications. M/s/p that the annual meeting money
be $250 and the Eusiness Office expenses be 1400.
The new budget now stands at $7250.00. M/s/p to
accept the new budget. M/s/p to place the membership of SCA on a calendar year basis.

R..inations: In the South, Rnss Kaldenberg and
Helen Clough worked on the committee and in the
north, Mike Moratto. 1977-1978 officers elected
are: Paul Chace, Pres.-Elect; Da.ve Fredxickson,
No. California VP; Mike Glassow, So. California VP;
Nancy Walter, Sec.; Jane Gothold, Treas. ill of
the amendments passed.

Paul Hampson reported on the issues raised at
the 1975 Annual Meeting concerning Indian burials
and SCA policy. A draft r esolution on Conservation
of Indian Burials vas then presented for discussion.
During the discussion, Art Pheland explained the
Native American Task Force and the California Penal
Code, section 602 , 622. 5, 642 , divisions 7 & 8.
In the process of arriving at conclusions, it was
agreed that a committee consisting of Paul Chace,
Paul Hampson, Joe Winter and Art Pheland would meet
to go over the resolution to be presented at the
Annual Meeting on Friday evening.

The Avocational report included the fact that both
Mar;r Erovn and Micky Farley have resigned.

lll.!ill.

Antiquities: Keith Dixon reported that there were
no requests to SCA to look into aJr:f new activities
concerning this issue during the past year.
Directory Committee report by Roberta Greenvood
noted that there was a new edition which has been
updated. Rt-eryone in the old directory had been
contacted and seTeral new names bad been added.
!he Guidelines in the Directory by Leonard, Moratto,
and King are in the process of being updated and
vill be published soaetille within the next year.

Respectfully submitted,
NANCY PETERSON WALTER
Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE SCA ANNUAL MEEl'ING, SAN D!&;O, 4/8/77
1. President Joe Winter addressed the group present
and thanked those members of sea who gave time to aid
and criticize the happenings of the year. Thanks were
extended to Nelson Leonard, Russ Kaldenberg, and Nancy
Walter for their work on the Annual Meeting. Appreci<
tion was extended to Rob F.dwards for help in his role~
of ex-President and Membership Chairman. Joe
expressed hope that 1977-78 will be a time for growth
and greater communication within the Society. Thanks
were extended to the Nominations Committee for their
good work, to Marcia Wire for the excellent job on
the Newsletter, to Susan Wright in undertaking the
formidable job of the Business Office. Problems were
pointed out: collllllUnication within the Society will
have to improve. There is a strong need for a new/
better clearing house structure--a. necessary restructuring rather than just formalizing the structure. The Society must make basic commitments to
education and to broadening our definitions to include
historic sites.
2. The new officers for 1977-78 were introduced:
President-Elect,
Paul Chace
Vice-President, Southern California, Mike Glassow
Vice-President, Northern California, Dave
Fredrickson
Secretary, Nancy Peterson Walter
Treasurer, Jane Gothold.
All of the changes on the ballot were approved.
3. The Business Office report was read by Joe Winter.
The Treasurer's report was presented.
4. The new Budget: m/s/p to accept the new budget for
1977- 78.
5. The Executive Board meetings will be scheduled
during the 1977-78 year as follows:
May 21 Fullerton
Sept. 9 San Jose
Oct. 22 Sonoma
Jan. 21 Santa Barbara
Mar. 15 Yosemite

Historic Preservation Officer and his staff for their
high ethical and professional standards, and their
extraordinary concern and commitment.
Respectf'u.lly submitted,
NANCY PE'l'ERSON WALTER
Secretary

4/8/7

RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE SCA, SAN DI&;O, APRIL 8, 1977
Whereas: The preservation of cultural resou=es
both historic and prehistoric, has become a focus or'
the general public including Native Americans and a
major concern to California Archaeologists; and
Whereas: A multitude of laws, policies and procedures of Federal, State and local agencies llbich
have developed, adapted and adopted over the last
few.years have had to be interpreted and applied by
· -Ca;h-:fornia-.A:rcbaeolog'.l:Sts i n a variefj' of contmS'
and
,
Whereas: The archaeological cOlllDIUDity of the
State of California has been ' greatly assisted by the
ethical advice and action and the extraordinary
professional commitment of the State Historic
Preservation Officer and his staff,
Now Therefore Be It Resolved: That the Society
for California Archaeology express its approval and
appreciation for the high ethical and professional
standards and the extraordinary concern and commitment of the State Historic Preservation Officer and
his staff of the Parks and Recreation Department of
the State of California.

~-·········'-····

(Central California Indian Council,
continued from page 9)

............. ., .......

Archaeology fiei~-may be budgeted separate
from Ethnohistoric research.

The Data Sharing Meetings to be Oct. 15th in the South
and Oct. 22 in the North. Sites are to be arranged
by the area Vice-Presidents.

We at Central Coast Indian Council feel that
th? two ~neral questions we need answered from
this proJect are:
(1) What activities were taking place at this
site?
(2) How does this site relate to the overall
Esselen and Costanoan territory?

A meeting specifically dealing with Clearing House
items is scheduled for June 4th. Location pending.

On a more specific level the questions we would
like answered are:

Annual Meeting for 1978 to be at Yosemite: March 16,
17 and 18, 1978.

7. Committees for the new year are in the process of
being fol.'lled and will include such new groups as
undervater .archaeoiogy. These collllll.ittees will be
aided by the new interest fo:r:ms and vill be discussed
in the Nevsletter.
8. Old Business:
Paul Hampson: Native American Relations reported
that no resolution is forthcoming at this time but
referred members to be aware of Section 4 of the SCA
Code of Ethics. The current Native Jaerican Relations
committee will be dissolved and will be handled in
the f'u.ture as part of the ethics committee charge.

Mr. Art Pheland also addressed those present
about the Knox Bill which goes into effect on July 1,
1977. This bill establishes a Native American Heritage
Commission as the direct result of AB 4239.

•

9. New Business:
A resolution was passed commending the State

What tribes or tribe occupied this village?
Was this a permanent village or seasonal
'Village:
What language group did these people belong?
How vere tribes in this area organized?
What tools were used and how were they used?
What resources were exploited by the people?
What effect did the Mission Period have on
these people?
(8) Names of the people who occupied this village
(if historic).
Research proposals need not be limited to the
above questions. If you have any questions please
call Central Coast Indian Council a t (805) 236-1580
and ask for Victoria Roberts.
In spirit,
VICTORIA ROBERTS, Chairperson
Cultural Site Committee
Central Coast Indian Council
728 13th Street
Paso Robles, CA 93446 2/23/77
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